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Abstract: In the amyloid fibrils formed from long fragments of the amyloid â-protein (Aâ-protein), the
monomers are arranged in parallel and lie perpendicular to the fibril axis. The structure of the monomers
satisfies the amyloid self-organization principle; namely, the low free energy state of the monomer maximizes
the number of intra- and interpeptide contacts and salt bridges. The formation of the intramolecular salt
bridge between Asp(D)23 and Lys(K)28 ensures that unpaired charges are not buried in the low-dielectric
interior. We have investigated, using all-atom molecular dynamics simulations in explicit water, whether
the D23-K28 interaction forms spontaneously in the isolated Aâ10-35 monomer. To validate the simulation
protocol, we show, using five independent trajectories spanning a total of 100 ns, that the pKa values of
the titratable groups are in good agreement with experimental measurements. The computed free energy
disconnectvity graph shows that broadly the ensemble of compact random coil conformations can be
clustered into four basins that are separated by free energy barriers ranging from 0.3 to 2.7 kcal/mol.
There is significant residual structure in the conformation of the peptide in each of the basins. Due to the
desolvation penalty, the structural motif with a stable turn involving the residues VGSN and a preformed
D23-K28 contact is a minor component of the simulated structures. The extent of solvation of the peptides
in the four basins varies greatly, which underscores the dynamical fluctuations in the monomer. Our results
suggest that the early event in the oligomerization process must be the expulsion of discrete water molecules
that facilitates the formation of interpeptide-interaction-driven stable structures with an intramolecular D23-
K28 salt bridge and an intact VGSN turn.

1. Introduction

The amyloid â-protein (Aâ-protein) is the predominant
protein component implicated in Alzheimer’s disease (AD).1

Recent studies have revealed that, besides the amyloid plaques
with the characteristic crossâ-pattern structure,2 neurotoxicity
can also be induced by apparently disordered soluble oligomers
of the Aâ-protein.3-5 Thus, it is important to characterize, in
molecular detail, not only the structures of the fibrils and
oligomers but also the kinetics of their formation starting from
the monomers. Although considerable progress has been made
in the structural characterization of the fibril states of the

Aâ1-40
6,7 and shorter fragments using solid-state NMR8 and

Aâ1-42
9 using mutagenesis and hydrogen-exchange NMR

techniques, it has been difficult to determine the solution
structures of monomers and oligomers at neutral pH. In this
regard, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been useful
in elucidating the structural fluctuations of the monomers and
the interaction-driven formation of oligomers such as dimers
and trimers.10-14

The combination of experimental and computational studies
by a number of groups7,9,15-21 suggests that formation of
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oligomers, protofilaments, and fibrils follow the principle of
amyloid self-assembly (PASA). According to the PASA, the
most favorable structures along the cascade of events that lead
to amyloid fibrils starting from the monomers are those that
maximize intra- and interpeptide hydrophobic interactions and
salt bridges. The experimentally determined structures as well
as oligomers that have been identified in simulations satisfy
the PASA. For example, the antiparallel structures adopted by
oligomers and fibrils of Aâ16-22

10,15 are in accord with the
PASA. Explicit MD simulations of Aâ16-22

10 and Aâ10-35
22

show that, although the driving force for forming ordered
structures is interpeptide hydrophobic interactions, favorable
electrostatic interactions resulting in salt-bridge formation also
play an important role.

The PASA, which emphasizes the role of side chains (and
hence the sequence) in stabilizing oligomers and higher order
structures, raises an important question concerning the role of
charged residues in the assembly of long Aâ-proteins such as
Aâ10-35 and Aâ1-40. The solid-state NMR-based structures
proposed by Tycko and co-workers6,7 for the fibrils of Aâ1-40

include as a key structural element a bend involving residues
24-27, namely, VGSN. The structural motif with the VGSN
turn and salt bridge between D23 and K28 ensures that isolated
charges are not buried in the low-dielectric interior of the fibril.
Such a structural motif when stacked in parallel leads to a fibril
that satisfies the PASA.

Given that the structural precursors of the fibrils manifest
themselves in soluble dynamically fluctuating oligomers, it is
logical to postulate that the D23-K28 salt bridge must play an
important role in the early events of self-association of long
Aâ-proteins. Molecular dynamics simulations of Aâ9-40 fibrils
suggest that partially solvated D23-K28 salt bridges appear to
be arranged as in a one-dimensional ionic crystal.21 Luhrs et
al.,9 using both NMR and mutagenesis experimental techniques,
proposed a protofibril structure in which the D23-K28 salt
bridge is not intramolecular but rather intermolecular. Motivated
by these considerations, we investigate the extent to which the
D23-K28 interaction forms in the Aâ10-35 monomer using MD
simulations of the protein in explicit water. The present study
is important in addressing whether such preformed structures
trigger oligomerization or whether interpeptide interactions are
needed to induce the structures in monomers that can progress
to form oligomers and higher order structures. Using extensive
simulations and novel analysis of the data, we show that the
formation of a stable structure with an intact D23-K28 salt
bridge and the VGSN turn is highly improbable in the monomer.
Our results suggest that overcoming the large barrier to
desolvation of D23 and K28, which can only occur at finite
peptide concentration, must be an early event in the formation
of higher order structures.

2. Computational Models and Methods

2.1. Molecular Dynamics. The molecular dynamics simulation of
the hydrated peptide was performed using the atomistic representation
of both the solute and solvent. The potential energy of the system

includes the energy of the peptide in a vacuum and the explicit, pairwise,
solute-solventandsolvent-solventinteractions.TheprogramCHARMM,23

with the PARAM22 all-atom force field24 with the TIP3P three-site
model for water,25 was used to simulate the dynamics of the solvated
peptide. The peptide was centered in a truncated octahedral cell that
was carved from a larger preequilibrated cell of pure water. The size
of the primary cell was set according to the minimum-image convention
and periodic boundary conditions. The electrostatic energy was
computed without truncation, using the particle mesh Ewald summation
algorithm.26 An FFT grid point spacing of 0.95 Å and a fifth-degree
B-spline interpolation were used. The width of the Gaussian distribution
in real space was 0.32 Å-1. The van der Waals and real-space
electrostatic interactions were smoothly shifted to zero at 10 Å. The
list of the nonbonded interactions was truncated at 12 Å using an atom-
based cutoff. The hydrogen atoms were constrained to the equilibrium
bond length using the SHAKE algorithm.27 The equations of motion
were integrated using the leapfrog integrator with a step of 2 fs. The
pressure was restrained to 1 atm using the Langevin piston algorithm,28

and the temperature was maintained at 300 K using the Nose´-Hoover
thermostat.29 The NMR structure of the Aâ10-35-NH2 protein (410
atoms)30 was used for the initial coordinates. Starting from the same
point in configuration space and from different points in velocity space,
by using different values of the pseudorandom number generator, five
different trajectories were generated. Four trajectories are 10 ns long,
and the fifth was extended to 60 ns.

2.2. pKa Calculations. The Macroscopic Electrostatics with Atomic
Detail (MEAD)31,32 package was used to compute the pKa values in a
protein structure with multiple ionizable residues. We considered all
eight titratable residues (Y10, E11, H13, H14, K16, E22, D23, and
K28) for the Aâ10-35-protein. The dimension of the grid box was
obtained by multiplying the maximum Cartesian dimension of the
peptide structure by a factor of 2.0. A grid size of 1.0 Å was used in
the first iteration step. A focusing second iteration step used a grid
size of 0.25 Å, while the grid box was centered on the ionizable residue.
A value of 80 was used as the dielectric constant for aqueous solution,
while for the peptide structure two values of 4 and 20 were used. The
pKa values were computed for Aâ10-35 structures separated by 10 ps in
the simulated trajectories.

2.3. Analysis. A number of characteristics of the Aâ10-35-protein
were computed using the five distinct trajectories (totaling 100 ns) in
the explicit solvent model. We computed the distribution of the radius
of gyration (Rg), root-mean-square fluctuations, and Lipari-Szabo
orientational order parameter,S2.33,34 These quantities serve to char-
acterize the global features of the Aâ10-35-protein. In addition, we also
probed the microscopic fluctuations at the residue level to illustrate
the role of water in inducing local structure formation. We also
characterize the sampled macrostates, their free energies, and the barriers
separating the macrostates.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Compact Aâ10-35 Undergoes Large Structural Fluc-
tuations. The distributions of the radius of gyrationP(Rg) for
the five trajectories show substantial variations (Figure 1a) which
may be indicative of the heterogeneity in the sampled confor-
mations. If Aâ10-35 adopts a compact conformation, as indicated
in our previous study,35 we expect the average value of〈Rg〉 ≈
aN1/3 with a between 3 and 3.8 Å. For the 26-residue peptide,
8.9 Å < 〈Rg〉 < 11.3 Å. We find from simulations that〈Rg〉 )
9.7 Å, which shows that globally Aâ10-35 is maximally compact.
However, the distributions show large fluctuations as well
(Figure 1a).

The residue-dependent root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuation
of the backbone atoms is a measure of the stability of the peptide
during MD simulations. In agreement with the results of an
experimental structural determination of the Aâ10-35-protein in
aqueous solution,30 a previous simulation study by Massi et al.35

showed, using a relatively short MD simulation, that Aâ10-35

in a TIP3P solvent has a stable hydrophobic LVFFA(17-21)
core and a VGSN(24-27) â-turn while the amino and carboxy
termini are largely disordered. In the present work we find, using
larger simulation times, that the core 13-29 is more stable than
the termini (Figure 1b). Relative to the previous study, we find
that there is a modest increase in the RMS fluctuations of the
core. Thus, globularity in the monomeric Aâ10-35-protein might
result as a consequence of the formation of the VGSN turn.

The Lipari-Szabo order parameter,S2, is used to characterize
the extent of orientational fluctuations in the peptide backbone-
amide bond vector. We had shown previously35 that there is
good agreement between computed and experimentally derived
values ofS2. Analyzing the correspondingS2 values calculated
from the present larger simulations (Figure 1c), we observe that,
like in the previous study,35 the hydrophobic core LVFF(17-
20) is more stable relative to the rest of the peptide, withS2

values between 0.2 and 0.3. LowerS2 values are calculated for
the E22 and D23 residues, 0.13 and 0.16, respectively, indicating
their extended hydration. The ends of the VGSN(24-27) turn,

the V24 and N27 residues, have largerS2 values, both with 0.19,
relative to the core of the turn, G25 and S26, both with 0.16.
The N- and C-terminal regions of the Aâ10-35-protein have
values of theS2 order parameter of less that 0.2, in accordance
with the increased flexibility of these regions (see Figure 1b).
However, the small values of theS2 order parameter, under 0.3,
and the large values of the corresponding standard deviations
indicate that the peptide samples a number of conformational
basins during the course of the simulations. Higher values of
S2 are obtained over shorter simulation times. For example, we
obtained values ofS2 larger than 0.6, calculated over a 1.0 ns
time interval,35 for the hydrophobic core LVFFA(17-21) and
turn VGSN(24-27), defining basins with a compact hydropho-
bic core and a stable VGSN turn. However, the hydrophobic
core is not large enough to reach stability over a longer
simulation time. The electrostatic interactions between the
charged ends of the VGSN(24-27) turn, E22, D23, and K28,
are destabilized by their extended solvation.

3.2. Computed Values of pKa Are in Accord with Experi-
ments. We calculated the pKa values of titratable residues of
the Aâ10-35-protein and compared the results with the experi-
mental values obtained using NMR titration36 (see Figure 2).
A critical parameter involved in this calculation, which influ-
ences the value of the electrostatic free energy of the partial
charge distribution, is the relative dielectric constant of the
protein interior,εi. Two ranges for the values of the protein
interior dielectric constant are typically used. A value between
2 and 6 is used to represent the rigid structure of the protein,37-40

while a value between 20 and 3640-42 is used for the surface
side chains to account for their larger fluctuations and associated
dipole reorientation. Due to the moderate size of the Aâ10-35-
protein, the central hydrophobic core LVFFA(17-21) is highly
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Figure 1. Measures of global structural fluctuations: (a) distribution of
the radius of gyration for the five independent trajectories labeled T1, T2,
T3, T4, and T5; (b) root-mean-square fluctuations (measured with respect
to the initial conformation) of the backbone atoms; (c) Lipari-Szabo order
parameter,S2.

Figure 2. The distribution of the pKa values indicates that E22, D23, and
K28 are highly solvated in the Aâ10-35-protein. The D23 residue makes
small favorable electrostatic interactions with the peptide. The small
distribution in the positive pKa shift for K28 indicates that the side chain
of this residue tends to make a favorable electrostatic interaction with the
rest of the Aâ10-35-protein. The experimental values were taken from ref
36.
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exposed to solvent, making it difficult to define a rigid interior
with a fixed low dielectric constantεi. We used two values for
εi, 4 and 20, and compared the predicted pKa values. In the
TIP3P solvent model, the pKa differences corresponding to the
two εi values are less than 0.35 unit for E22, D23, and K28. As
shown in Figure 3, the forms of charged D23 and K28 do not
form a stable salt bridge, implying that D23 and K28 do not
influence the dielectric constantεi of the peptide.

Both D23 and K28 residues are predominantly in their ionized
forms30 in the solvated Aâ10-35-protein at pH 7. It appears that,
even in the fibril state of Aâ1-40, D23 and K28 are ionized. As
a result, these residues interact to form a crucial intramolecular
salt bridge, thus satisfying the PASA. The averaged pKa values,
which are listed in Table 1, correlate well with the experimental
values. There is good agreement between simulations and
experiments for E22, while for H13, H14, and D23 the pKa

values are lower in the MD simulations. This indicates that our
simulations capture a subensemble in which H13, H14, and D23
have a propensity to form favorable intrapeptide electrostatic
interactions.

The distributions of computed pKa values for E22, D23, and
K28 are shown in Figure 2. For residue E22, both the predicted
and experimental pKa values are close to the model’s pKa value,
indicating that the E22 residue is solvated, in good agreement
with prior NMR experimental30 and theoretical35 observations.
Residues D23 and K28 have favorable deprotonation and
protonation tails, respectively. This suggests a tendency for
favorable intrapeptide electrostatic interaction in a subset of the
simulated ensemble of structures (see below).

3.3. Structures with an Intact D23-K28 Salt Bridge Are
Not the Most Stable. The structure of the Aâ10-35-protein
monomer, determined using NMR, shows evidence for the
formation of the salt bridge D23-K28 in an aqueous environ-
ment.30 There is also experimental6,43and theoretical44 evidence
that this salt bridge is involved in oligomer stability and in the
process of fibril formation of the amyloidâ-protein. We find
that, in the early stages, the salt bridge D23-K28 is partially
buried in the interior of the Aâ10-35-protein and is stable during

the first nanosecond of the simulation in the explicit solvent
(data not shown). However, due to the dielectric screening and
the hydrogen bonds between the side chains of D23 and K28
and the water molecules within the first solvation shell, the salt
bridge D23-K28 is subsequently disrupted. The distance
distribution in Figure 3 shows that only a small fraction among
the ensemble of conformations form the D23-K28 salt bridge.
There is a broad distribution of compact structures stabilized
by a variety of intramolecular interactions.

Two snapshots of the Aâ10-35-protein, in which the D23-
K28 salt bridge is absent (Figure 4a,b), show that the two side
chains are separated by three and two solvation shells, respec-
tively. Clearly, a stable intramolecular salt bridge can only form
if the interning water molecules can be expelled. This involves
overcoming a large desolvation barrier.

The larger separation observed in Figure 4a is determined
by the interposed side chain of V24 between D23 and K28.
This results in a hydrophobic contact between V24 and the
aliphatic portion of the K28 side chain. This hydrophobic contact
was observed within the decapeptide Aâ21-30 through experi-
mental NMR studies by Lazo et al.45 and in MD simulations.46

We observe that F20 is buried in the peptide (Figure 4a), making
hydrophobic contacts with both V24 and the butyl portion of
the K28 side chain. The competition between the electrostatic
D23-K28 and the hydrophobic V24-K28 interactions stabilizes
the turn in the region V24-N27. A stable turn in the 24-27
domain also favors hydrophobic contacts between the hydro-
phobic core 17-21 and the C-terminus. This point is borne out
in parts a and b of Figure 4, which show contacts between L17
and V18, on one hand, and I31 and I32, on the other hand.
Contacts between the hydrophobic domain 17-21 and C-
terminus are also observed in models of fibrils made of
Aâ10-35

15 and Aâ1-40.6 An increase of the distance between V24
and K28 favors the contact between D23 and K28. Figure 4c
shows a D23-K28 water-mediated salt-bridge structure in which
one water molecule makes hydrogen bonds with both the D23
and K28 side chains. Because the Aâ10-35-protein monomer is
isolated in aqueous solution, large-scale conformational fluctua-
tions are likely, which render the contacts mentioned above only
marginally stable.

3.4. Multiple Basins Are Populated in the Aâ10-35 Mono-
mer. Figure 1a shows that the Aâ10-35 monomer samples
structures with extended values of the radius of gyrationRg.
The probability of observing largeRg values (larger than 12 Å)
is very low, but nonzero. In the T1-T4 trajectories, the structure
of the Aâ10-35-protein shows large fluctuations in the end-to-
end distance. In contrast, trajectory T5 is characterized by
transitory stability of the hydrophobic core LVFFA(17-21) and
turn VGSN(24-27). Moreover, hydrophobic interactions be-
tween the LVFFA(17-21) and C-terminal regions supplement
the stability of the VGSN(24-27) turn. Consequently, as T5
shows multiple transitions (Figure 3) between the stable and
broken D23-K28 salt bridge, we extended the simulation time
of T5 to 60 ns. The stability of the contact between the D23
and K28 residues was characterized in terms of the free energies
associated with the structural states in which the two residues
are in contact or separated. The free energy associated with the
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Figure 3. Distributions of the distance between the Cγ(D23) and Nú(K28)
atoms as a measure of the salt-bridge D23-K28 stability. There are
substantial sample-to-sample variations, which are indicative of the dynamic
heterogeneity of the monomer.
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transition between the formed and disrupted D23-K28 salt
bridge was also evaluated. We considered that the D23 and K28
residues are in contact whenever there is less than a solvation

shell between the acetate and methylammonium groups of the
two residues, respectively. This definition of the D23-K28
contacts allows us to consider not only the hydrogen-bonded
D23-K28 contacts, which do not form frequently, but also
weak, solvated D23-K28 electrostatic contacts.

An important parameter that characterizes the formation of
the D23-K28 salt bridge encapsulated within the interior of
the peptide is the degree of solvent exposure of the two residues.
We considered residues D23 and K28 to be buried if the solvent-
exposed surface area of the acetate or methylammonium groups
is less than 5% of the total area. According to this definition,
residue D23 is always solvated during the simulation, which is
in accordance with the observation that the pKa shift for D23 is
rarely an unfavorable positive value (see Figure 2b). In contrast,
the solvent exposure of the residue K28 reveals that it is either
solvated or buried in the peptide interior, in accordance with
the pKa shift, which is either positive or negative (see Figure
2c).

The free energy is expressed as47

wherei ) j corresponds to the free energy of statei, while i *
j corresponds to the free energy of transition between statesi
and j. Nii is the number of microstates in basini, andNij is the
number of transitions between basinsi and j. The maximum
number of transitions between basinsi andj was obtained using
the Gomory-Hu “minimum cut” algorithm.48 The definitions
of the four superbasins (combinations of the D23-K28 elec-
trostatic contact and the burial of the D23 and K28 side chains
in the peptide interior) include a diverse set of peptide structures.
For example, a peptide structure might have a stable D23-
K28 salt bridge but fluctuating N- and C-terminal regions. The
maximum value of the radius of gyrationRg in the T5 trajectory,
is limited to 11 Å during the 60 ns simulation, suggesting that
the sampling of the major intrapeptide contacts, responsible for
the peptide stability, is carried out at equilibrium. We can
assume that the microstates in the four basins and the transitions
among them are in equilibrium. A more detailed analysis of
the substates within each basin, obtained from root-mean-square
displacements of the backbone atoms of less than 2 Å, for
example, would require a longer simulation time to sufficiently
populate the substates and obtain a satisfactory number of
transitions among them, which would ensure the desired
macroscopic equilibrium. We have used a coarse-grained
clustering algorithm based on the contacts between the residues
D23 and K28 and the degree of exposure to solvent of these
two residues.

(47) Krivov, S. V.; Karplus, M.J. Chem. Phys.2002, 117, 10894-10903.
(48) Gomory, R. E.; Hu, T. C.J. Soc. Ind. Appl. Math.1961, 9, 551-570.

Table 1. Experimental and Predicted pKa Values (Using the Trajectories Labeled T1-T5) for Titratable Residues in the Aâ10-35-Proteina

residue exptl value36 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

H13 6.11( 0.10 4.94( 0.59 5.48( 0.63 4.64( 1.27 2.36( 1.81 4.51( 1.75
H14 6.10( 0.10 4.30( 1.85 5.25( 0.77 3.11( 2.05 5.33( 1.00 2.93( 3.64
E22 4.38( 0.09 4.43( 0.31 3.60( 1.06 4.30( 0.30 4.37( 0.31 4.15( 0.60
D23 4.12( 0.16 3.44( 0.43 2.82( 1.10 3.13( 0.56 2.33( 1.02 3.27( 0.89
K28 na 10.44( 0.89 12.36( 2.29 12.82( 1.72 10.80( 1.00 11.67( 1.50

a The predicted pKa values are for Aâ10-35-protein structures simulated in the explicit solvent model TIP3P. A value ofεi ) 4 was used as the protein
dielectric constant.

Figure 4. The hydrophobic interaction between V24 and the aliphatic
portion of K28 leads to a large separation between D23 and K28, three
solvation shells in (a). A decrease of the contact between V24 and K28
reduces the distance between D23 and K28 to two solvation shells (b) and
less that one solvation shell (c). The backbone oxygen and nitrogen atoms
are colored in red and blue, respectively. The positively and negatively
charged, polar, and hydrophobic residues are colored in blue, red, purple,
and green, respectively. Water molecules around D23 and K28 are colored
in cyan, while water molecules which separate the two residues are shown
in yellow. Hydrogen bonds are shown as black dashed lines. The figure
was made by using VMD62 and rendered with POV-Ray.63

Fij ) -kBT ln(Nij) (1)
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Figure 5 shows a free energy disconnectivity graph47,49,50used
to represent the process governing the formation and disruption
of the D23-K28 salt bridge in the Aâ10-35-protein. Possible
intermediate states were analyzed by dividing the two super-
basins corresponding to the D23-K28 salt bridge being on and
off into two subbasins, associated with K28 being solvated or
buried in the peptide interior. Since D23 is largely solvated
during the simulation, its contribution to the energetics of the
D23-K28 salt bridge was not represented as an essential degree
of freedom in the graph.

We used 3× 104 structures, recorded every 2 ps, to obtain
the graph in Figure 5. In 75% of the structures, the D23-K28
salt bridge is broken. Figure 5 shows that the basin correspond-
ing to fully solvated K28 with no salt bridge is the most probable
state during the simulation, with 22455 realizations, correspond-
ing to a free energy of-6.0 kcal/mol (basin 4). The broken
D23-K28 salt bridge buries the K28 side chain in only 399
states (-3.5 kcal/mol, basin 3). A transition-state barrier of-3.2
kcal/mol separates the two possible substates of the broken salt
bridge. During the simulations, the salt bridge is observed in
7206 (∼25%) structures. The solvated salt bridge (basin 2) is
the predominant stable salt bridge substate, with a free energy
of -5.2 kcal/mol, while the salt bridge with K28 buried (basin
1) corresponds to a free energy of-4.1 kcal/mol. The two
substates are separated by a transition barrier of-3.4 kcal/mol.
A total of 739 transitions were observed between the formed
and broken salt bridge basins.

A free energy of 0.3 kcal/mol is necessary to form the salt
bridge once the K28 side chain is buried in the peptide interior.
A free energy of 0.9 kcal/mol is required to disrupt the salt
bridge, keeping the K28 side chain buried. These observations
demonstrate that the D23-K28 salt bridge is only marginally
stable at room temperature. From Figure 5 we surmise that the
buried K28 in the salt bridge is more stable (899 microstates)
than the buried K28 in the broken salt bridge (399 microstates).
The difference is given by the favorable contribution to the salt
bridge stability of the hydrophobic interaction between the
aliphatic part of the K28 side chain and the side chains of V24
and I31. A representative structure is shown in Figure 6. These
results are in agreement with the conclusions in experimental
NMR studies and molecular dynamics simulations that the
hydrophobic interaction between V24 and the aliphatic part of
the K28 side chain stabilizes the VGSN (24-27) turn in the
fragment Aâ21-30.45,46 However, to bury the K28 side chain is
an energetically expensive operation. The cost to bury the salt
bridge is 1.8 kcal/mol, while the cost to bury K28 in the broken
salt bridge is 2.7 kcal/mol. The difference of 0.9 kcal/mol
between these two states further rationalizes the experimental
observation that a lactam bond between D23 and K28 accelerates
the fibril formation process.51 Our simulations show that the
bottleneck in the formation of a stable, buried D23-K28 pair
is the burial of the K28 residue.

The equilibrium distribution of distances between the CR

atoms of the V24 and N27 residues provides insight into the
stability of the VGSN(24-27) fragment (see Figure 7). It can
be observed that the VGSN(24-27) fragment samples two
domains. The burial of K28 and the interaction between the
hydrophobic part of the K28 side chain and V24 stabilizes a
single-turn conformation, characterized by values of the CR-
(V24)-CR(N27) distance between 6 and 7.5 Å. Importantly,
this conformation allows close interaction between the central
hydrophobic core LVFFA(17-21) and the hydrophobic C-
terminus (domain I in Figure 7). The flexibility of the backbone
around G25 allows the side chain of V24 to rotate and form an
alternative loop with G25 and D23, while GSNK(25-28) forms
an additional proximate loop. Consequently, the distance CR-
(V24)-CR(N27) increases to 8.3-10.0 Å (domain II in Figure
7), and the hydrophobic contact between the C-terminus and
the LVFFA(17-21) fragment is reduced. The bimodal behavior
of the 23-28 domain provides a possible explanation for the
increased flexibility of the Aâ10-35-protein (see Figure 1a,b).

(49) Czerminski, R.; Elber, R.J. Chem. Phys.1990, 92, 5580-5601.
(50) Evans, D. A.; Wales, D. J.J. Chem. Phys.2003, 118, 3891-3897.

(51) Sciarretta, K. L.; Gordon, D. J.; Petkova, A. T.; Tycko, R.; Meredith, S.
C. Biochemistry2005, 44, 6003-6014.

Figure 5. The process of formation and disruption of the D23-K28 salt
bridge is represented as a free energy disconnectivity graph. Two superbasins
characterize the states with the D23-K28 salt bridge formed or broken.
Two possible conformations of the residue K28, solvated or buried, are
represented as subbasins. The disrupted salt bridge is the more favorable
state, and a large barrier makes the transition between the formed and
disrupted substates improbable. Burying K28 in the peptide interior is an
unfavorable process. The number of microstates associated with each of
the four basins is indicated in parentheses. “D23-K28 on” stands for salt
bridge present, while “D23-K28 off′” stands for salt bridge broken.

Figure 6. Structure indicating that the side chain of the K28 residue is
buried in the interior of the peptide. The electrostatic interactions between
the ammonium group of K28, on one side, and the backbone carbonyl
oxygen atoms of F20 and E22 and the side chain carboxylate of D23, on
the other side, are supplemented by the hydrophobic interaction between
the aliphatic part of the K28 side chain and the side chains of V24 and I31.
The same color scheme as in Figure 4 was used.
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3.5. Hydrogen Bonds with Water Increase the Desolvation
Barrier of D23 and K28. The dynamics of the hydrogen bonds
between water and the side chains of D23 and K28 was analyzed
during the trajectory T5. A hydrogen bond is considered formed
if the distance between the hydrogen atom of the donor and
acceptor is shorter than or equal to 2.5 Å and the D-H‚‚‚A
angle is higher than 113°.52 The distribution of the number of
hydrogen bonds made by D23 and K28 side chains with water
is shown in Figure 8. The carboxylate group of D23 is highly
solvated and forms 6.6 hydrogen bonds with water on average.
Coincidentally, a totally solvent-exposed aspartate side chain
also makes approximately the same number of hydrogen bonds
with water. The ammonium group of K28 makes, on average,
2.4 hydrogen bonds with water, less than 3.3 corresponding to
a lysine side chain that is fully exposed to water. The decrease
in the number of hydrogen bonds between the K28 ammonium

group and water is compensated by the hydrogen bonds made
by K28 mostly with the peptide backbone (see Figure 6).

The lifetimes of the hydrogen bonds between the D23 and
K28 side chains and water were also computed and compared
to the lifetime of the hydrogen bonds in bulk water. To avoid
the trivial breaking of the hydrogen bonds due to librational
motion, we considered that the hydrogen bonds are stable if
their lifetimes exceed 0.2 ps.53 A lifetime of 0.9 ps for the
hydrogen bonds in the bulk water was found, in good agreement
with ∼0.8 ps obtained from interpretation of depolarized
Rayleigh scattering spectra.54 We estimated the lifetimes of the
hydrogen bonds made by the fully solvated charged side chains
of D23 and K28 with water. The lifetime of the oxygenδ
acceptors made by D23 was found to be 2.5 ps, while that for
the hydrogenú donors of K28 was 2.3 ps. We conclude that
the side chains of D23 and K28 make stronger contacts with
water than water with itself, indicating that the desolvation of
D23 and K28 is an activated process. In addition, we also find
that D23 makes more contacts with water than K28, which
explains the stronger solvation of D23 compared to K28.

3.6. Burial of K28 Involves a Large Free Energy Cost.
To rationalize the low probability of forming the electrostatically
stabilized D23-K28 salt bridge, we have computed the free
energy cost of burying the side chain of K28 in the peptide
interior using

where∆Gdesolv is the desolvation free energy and∆Ginter is the
free energy of the electrostatic interaction between the side chain
and the peptide interior. The favorable decrease of the solvent
volume displaced by the side chain is proportional to the
decrease in surface exposed to the solvent,∆SSAS. By solving
the Poisson equation, we estimated a desolvation free energy
cost of 68.2 kcal/mol to remove the lysine side chain from a
highly polar solvent (εi ) 80) to a vacuum (εi ) 1). However,
in our case, the side chain of K28 is not placed into a vacuum;
it is in a low-dielectric environment of the solvated peptide.
Consequently, the high free energy cost to bury the K28 side
chain in an extended vacuum is dramatically reduced when the
K28 side chain is buried with∆Gdesolv) 13.8( 3.2 kcal/mol.
Once buried, the side chain of K28 makes favorable electrostatic
interactions, in the form of hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen
ammonium of K28 and the carbonyl oxygen atoms of the
backbone peptide. We estimated the free energy to be∆Ginter

) -6.9( 3.6 kcal/mol. With an average surface area of 200.6
Å2 buried by the K28 side chain, and a value between 20 and
30 cal/(mol Å2) for γ, it seems to be quite close to the value of
the free energy difference between basins 4 and 1 or 4 and 3 in
Figure 5. Using these estimates, we surmise that∆Gbur ≈ 7
kcal/mol, which is very steep indeed. It should be mentioned
that, in the estimate of∆Gbur, the unfavorable reduction of
entropy due to the interaction between the K28 side chain and
the peptide interior was not considered. Thus, our estimate of
∆Gbur is likely to be a lower bound.

3.7. Structure of Water around Residues D23 and K28.
The pair radial distribution function (RDF) was used to analyze
the structure of water around residues D23 and K28 in trajectory

(52) Simmerling, C.; Elber, R.; Zhang, J. InModelling of biomolecular structure
and mechanisms; Pullman, A., Jortner, J., Pulman, B., Eds.; Kluwer:
Dordrecht, The Netherlands, 1995; pp 241-265.

(53) Luzar, A.; Chandler, D.Nature (London)1996, 379, 55-57.
(54) Montrose, C. J.; Bucaro, J. A.; Marshall-Coakley, J.; Litovitz, T. A.J.

Chem. Phys.1987, 60, 5025-5029.

Figure 7. The distribution of the CR(V24)-CR(N27) distance reveals the
dual character of the 23-28 fragment stability. A low value of the CR-
(V24)-CR(N27) distance allows for hydrophobic interaction between the
LVFFA(17-21) central hydrophobic cluster and the C-terminus of the
peptide. The same color scheme as in Figure 4 was used.

Figure 8. The distribution of the hydrogen bonds reveals that the D23
side chain is highly solvated during the entire period of simulation while
the K28 side chain can make transient hydrogen bonds with the peptide
backbone.

∆Gbur ) ∆Gdesolv+ ∆Ginter + γ∆SSAS (2)
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T5. Figure 9 shows the averaged pair radial distribution function
between the oxygenδ atoms of D23 and the water oxygen atoms
(a) and between the nitrogenú atom of K28 and the water
oxygen atoms (b). The RDF profiles displayed in both (a) and
(b) correspond to Aâ10-35-protein conformations in which the
D23-K28 contact buries the K28 side chain in the peptide
interior (basin 1 in Figure 5), the D23-K28 contact is solvated
(basin 2), and the D23 and K28 side chains are separated and
fully solvated (basin 4). The first solvation shells around the
Oδ(D23) and Nú(K28) lie between 2.4 and 3.3 Å and between
2.6 and 3.3 Å, respectively. The large exposure of D23 and
K28 to solvent in basin 4 corresponds to a maximum of the
RDF profiles in the first solvation shell. From the area under
the graph, an average of 3.7 water molecules was found to form
the first solvation shell surrounding the Oδ(D23) and Nú(K28)
atoms in the lowest free energy structure in basin 4. In basin 2,
where the contact between the acetate of D23 and the methyl-
ammonium of K28 is solvated, less water is observed in the
first solvation shells, Oδ(D23) and Nú(K28) atoms losing 0.6
and 0.9 water molecule, respectively.

There is a dramatic decrease in the water density in the
proximity of Nú(K28) in the structures in basin 1. On average,
we find about 0.5 water molecule, since the side chain of K28
is buried in the peptide interior (see Figure 9b, green curve).
Somewhat surprisingly, the RDF profile of the water molecules
around the Oδ(D23) atoms in basin 1 (green curve in Figure
9a) is practically identical to the profile in basin 4. It appears
that the Oδ(D23) atoms keep the water expelled between the
acetate group of D23 and the methylammonium group of K28.
By burying its side chain in the interior of the peptide, K28
makes hydrogen bonds with the backbone of the peptide. As a
consequence, the contact between D23 and K28 in basin 1 is
maintained by the electrostatic interaction between their opposite
charges, and not by a hydrogen bond. This results in a
fluctuating contact, with the Oδ(D23) atoms free to maintain

favorable contacts with solvating waters. The structure of water
in basin 3, where the D23 side chain is fully solvated and the
K28 side chain buried in the peptide interior, with no significant
electrostatic interaction between them, is similar to the structure
of water around Oδ(D23) in basin 4 and around Nú(K28) in
basin 1, respectively (data not shown).

4. Summary and Conclusions

Given the importance of the intramolecular6,7 and intermo-
lecular9 salt bridge D23-K28 in the Aâ1-40 amyloid fibrils,
we probed its structure and stability in the monomeric protein
using all-atom MD simulations in explicit water. The primary
motivation for this study is to assess whether the salt bridge is
preformed in the monomer. We found that the Aâ10-35-protein
fluctuates among a number of conformational substates. During
the course of the simulations, the anionic D23 residue is
solvated. The cationic K28 residue was found to be both solvated
and buried in the peptide interior. The electrostatic interaction
between D23 and K28 contributes to the conformational stability
of the â-turn VGSN(24-27), an important structural motif in
the experimentally observed NMR structure.30 The VGSN turn
also plays a crucial role in facilitating the formation of the bend
in the monomer. The bend is necessary in facilitating the parallel
architecture of long Aâ-proteins. We estimate a small favorable
electrostatic interaction of-0.34 kcal/mol.

In the most solvated conformations of the D23 and K28 side
chains, basin 4, their Oδ(D23) and Nú(K28) atoms are sur-
rounded on average by 3.7 water molecules in the first solvation
shells. When the D23 and K28 side chains are still solvated
but in contact, ranging from weak, solvated electrostatic
interaction to a stronger hydrogen bond, the carboxylate oxygen
and the ammonium nitrogen atoms lose on average 0.6 and 0.9
water molecule from the first solvation shells, respectively (basin
2). A more exposed K28 in basin 2 can form hydrogen-bonded
contacts with the D23 side chain acceptors (Figure 10).
Comparison of the structure of the isolated Aâ10-35 monomer
with an intact D23-K28 contact and the conformations that
Aâ1-40

6,7 and Aâ1-42
9 adopt in the quaternary structures of

putative fibril models reveals the extent of conformational
fluctuations required in the formation of the fibril from protein
monomers. In both fibril models, the 17-26 and 30-40
fragments are inâ-strand conformations, forming two parallel
â-sheets whose faces are linked by intersheet hydrophobic
interactions. In the Aâ1-40

6,7 fibril structure, the D23-K28 salt
bridge is intramolecular, while in Aâ1-42

9 the D23-K28 salt
bridge is intermolecular. There are arguments that the D23-
K28 salt bridge plays an important role in the fibril stability in

Figure 9. Discrete water molecules play a substantially different structural
role that depends on the peptide basin. The structure of water around D23
and K28 is analyzed in terms of radial distribution functions between the
pairs of the Oδ(D23)and Nú(K28) atoms with the water oxygen atoms. The
fully solvated D23 and K28 side chains, characterizing the conformations
in basin 4, have on average 3.7 water molecules in the first solvation shell
around the Oδ(D23) and Nú(K28) atoms. Once the D23 and K28 side chains
are in electrostatic contact, but still solvated (basin 2), the number of water
molecules decreases to 3.0 and 2.7 around the Oδ(D23) and Nú(K28) atoms,
respectively. In basin 4, burying the K28 side chain in the peptide interior
is possible after its desolvation, while the weak electrostatic contact between
the D23 and K28 side chains allows the Oδ atoms to maintain the waters
forming the first solvation shell.

Figure 10. The D23-K28 salt bridge and hydrophobic interactions keep
the fragments 17-21 and 30-34 in contact. The same color scheme as in
Figure 4 was used.
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both models.6,7,9 The main similarity of our MD simulation
results with the proposed fibril structures6,7,9 is that the bend in
the region 23-28 causes the fragments 17-21 and 30-34 to
adopt an antiparallel orientation. This orientation is further
stabilized by hydrophobic interactions between L17 and I32,
L17 and L34, V18 and I31, and F19 and A30. In the Aâ1-42

9

fibril structure, the intersheet hydrophobic contacts are made
between the residues F19 and G38 and A21 and V36. The
reduced hydrophobic contacts are explained by the rigidity of
the monomers within the fibril structure of Aâ1-42.9 To
maximize the contact surface between the hydrophobic residues
in our MD simulations, they are not within the intrapeptide plane
defined by the strands 17-21 and 30-34 as in Aâ1-40

6,7 or the
interpeptide plane defined by the strands 17-26 and 30-41 as
in the Aâ1-42

9 fibril structure. In the MD simulation of the
isolated Aâ10-35, the hydrophobic contacts are perpendicular
to these planes. Consequently, the distance between the back-
bones of the 17-21 and 30-34 strands is smaller in the Aâ10-35

monomer, which makes it possible to form hydrogen bonds
(O(L17)-N(G33) and N(F19)-O(I31)) (Figure 10). In the fibril
structures of Aâ1-40

6,7 and Aâ1-42
9 the hydrophobic contacts

are maximized by interdigitation of the hydrophobic side chain
interactions. In the fibril structure of Aâ1-42,9 the 17-26 strand
has its backbone hydrogen bond donors and acceptors partici-
pating in aâ-sheet with neighboring monomers. In contrast,
the isolated Aâ10-35 monomer has unfulfilled hydrogen bond
donors and acceptors in the more sterically accesible 17-21
region. The 10-15 region reduces the solvent-exposed surface
by making a bend around K16 and contacts with the 17-21
region through a hydrogen bond, Nδ1(H14)-O(V18), and
hydrophobic contacts between the phenol rings of Y10 and F19
and F20 (Figure 10). The comparison illustrates the dramatic
interpeptide-interaction-driven conformational changes in the
cascade of events from monomers to fibrils.

The burying of the K28 side chain in the peptide interior,
observed in basin 1, implies its desolvation. The stability of
the buried K28 side chain is attributed to the formation of
hydrogen bonds between its Nú atom and the carbonyl oxygen
atoms of the peptide backbone. As a consequence, the ability
of the K28 side chain to form hydrogen bonds with the D23
side chain is strongly diminished. The contact in basin 1 is
maintained by weak, solvent-screened electrostatic interactions
between the opposite charges of the D23 and K28 side chains,
with the Oδ(D23) atoms remaining largely solvated.

The fact that the D23-K28 salt bridge is observed in the
monomer in a minority of structures which could result in a
structural motif that can nucleate and grow can be most directly
linked to the high desolvation cost of burying charges, especially
D23 and K28. It follows that the conformational fluctuations
in the monomers that create a stable D23-K28 interaction in
the fibril must occur due to interpeptide interactions. Interactions
between peptides can only occur if the peptide concentration
CP exceeds a minimum threshold. At high values ofCP the
conformational fluctuations of a given monomer are restricted
due to volume excluded by neighboring monomers. As a result,
the monomer is forced to adopt conformations in a “crowded”
environment. It is likely that the equilibrium between the
substates could shift asCP increases. Our simulations show that
salt bridge formation with a stable VGSN turn can only form
whenCP is increased so that interpeptide interactions become

relevant. The coupling between interpeptide interactions and
forces that stabilize the monomers will determine the conforma-
tions of the Aâ-proteins as the transitions to fibrils occur via
oligomers and protofilaments.

A related question concerns the significance of specific weak
interactions in protein aggregation. The heterogeneity observed
in oligomers and the disorder characteristic of amyloid fibrils
is a result of structural stabilization through a variety of weak
and somewhat disordered hydrophobic contacts. In the peptide
studied, the D23-K28 salt bridge is found to provide a mild
stabilization of the VGSN turn, which is an important structural
motif observed in simulations of the peptide monomer and
present in fibrils formed by the Aâ1-40-protein.6,7 It is puzzling
that such weak stabilizing interactions are sufficient to produce
stable ordered fibrils in relatively short times. Indeed, similar
arguments have been in the context of folding of globular
proteins. To rationalize rapid folding of proteins, it was shown
that a slight energetic bias in favor of nativelike conformations
at the residue level leads to substantial reduction in the time
for folding.55 Similarly, it is likely that several weak stabilizing
interactions, such as that associated with the D23-K28 salt
bridge formation, are sufficient in the nucleation of monomer
structures consistent with the growth of the fibril state.

The results of our simulations also provide insight into the
nature of denatured states in proteins at neutral pH. A number
of experimental studies56,57 on globular proteins at nonzero
concentrations of denaturants suggest that there is considerable
structure present in the unfolded states. The Aâ-protein is
disordered in the absence of denaturants and can be considered
as being intrinsically disordered. The disconnectivity graph
clearly shows that the ensemble of unfolded states can be
partitioned into a cluster of four dominant substates. Within each
substate there is evidence for rapidly interconverting fluctuating
structures. In addition, transitions between structures within each
basin are rapid, whereas interbasin transitions involve crossing
a free energy barrier. It is possible that similar structural
considerations apply to denaturant-induced unfolded states of
globular proteins. If this is indeed the case, then the heterogene-
ity of folding is a consequence of the imprint of the various
substates that are sampled in the ensemble of unfolded states.
It will be interesting to enumerate the disconnectivity graphs
for unfolded globular proteins to assess their impact on folding
kinetics.

A major conclusion of this work is that discrete water
molecules, which solvate charges and facilitate hydrogen bond
formation, play a key role in preventing the formation of the
D23-K28 salt bridge in the monomer. We have found that this
picture of the conformational fluctuations in the monomer is
not captured if continuum electrostatics ACE58,59and GBORN60

and solvent-exclusion EEF161 implicit solvent models are used.
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Moreover, the use of an implicit solvent fails to reproduce
experimentally measured pKa values of the titratable groups (B.
Tarus, J. E. Straub, and D. Thirumalai, unpublished work). It
appears that a molecular description of the early events in the
oligomerization of Aâ-proteins requires explicit inclusion of
water molecules.
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